
Dictatorships elsewhere

Dictatorships beyond Europe Dictatorship in the Balkans and Turkey

Dictatorship in central and eastern Europe

Dictatorship in south-western Europe

An Austro-Fascist regime?

Poland Achievements limited by problems vs.
achievements despite problems

Reasons for Hungary’s
instability

Hungary

Austria

Loss of estates and wealth 
amongst upper classes

After the Second World War

1918: Democratic Republic
under Károlyi

1944–5: Nazi-style dictatorship
under Szálasi

1920–44: right-wing
regime under Admiral Horthy

1919: Soviet Republic 
under Béla Kun

Economic destabilization, especially
owing to loss of jobs and industries to 

new neighbouring states

Dislocation and 
grievance following
Treaty of Trianon 

Bulgaria

Albania

Yugoslavia

Move to right
due to economic crises

(moderate authoritarianism)

King Zog (1924–39):
- Muslim modernizer (westernizing)

- personality cult to bring ethnic groups together
- attempts to improve transport, education, health 

- tied to Italy due to financial dependency

Liberal constitutions following
First World War

Romania

Asia

Latin America and the Caribbean

…vs. constitutional 
degeneration into

dictatorship
Japan: Rule of

Hirohito and Tojo

Vargas, Peron, Machado, 
Uriburu, Cero, Morinigo

Fear and terror, e.g. El Salvador –
Martinez between 1931 and 1944; 

Venezuela - Gómez (1922–9 and 1931–5)

Fascist:
- rapid industrialization 

and social upheaval
- military and far-right

Non-fascist: - little mass support
- regimes existed alongside constitution

- traditional ideological base

Mustafa Kemal Atatürk (1923–38):
- 1931 Constitution:
1. Secularism
2. Republicanism
3. Nationalism
4. Populism
5. Revolution
6. Etatism

Right-wing links
(despite more successful 

far left influences in the long term)

Peru – Legula (1919–30)/Benavides (1933–9)
Cuba – Machado (1925–33) 
Guatemala – Ubico (1931–44) in Guatemala
Uruguay – Terra (1931–8)
Paraguay – Morinigo (1940–8) 
Dominican Republic – Trujillo (1930–61)
Brazil – Vargas (1930–4 and 1937–45)

Portugal

Portugal compared with
other dictatorships

The Second World War

The Estado Novo
Not strictly a
fascist regime

Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania

Greece

Turkey

Africa: Post-Second World 
War examples of democracies 
descending into dictatorships

The Empire and the 
Estado Novo (1926–74)

Constitutionalisation

Rather ‘authoritarian right’
Negate friction with Spain

Retain friendship 
with Britain

Political stability

Salazar responds 
to economic crisis

Salazar combined disparate groups/
solution to multi-party anarchy

Attempts to maintain empire

Make Western powers dependent on
Portuguese co-operation

Insulate dictatorship from Western powers

Wish to stay out of conflict

Fear of German aggression

Destabilized military

Right of political spectrum: 
conservative, less radical than 
Germany and Italy (Gallagher)

Caudillos and military coup…

Authoritarian,
traditional, Catholic

Based on supreme power of Salazar

Different styles of 
dictatorshipAlternative: semi-fascist state

that was anti-democracy and 
anti-communist but without mass 

support (Kitchen)

No: Dollfuss and Schuschnigg’s
dictatorships were traditional rather

than fascist (Payne)

Yes: Christian Social Party
under Dollfuss destroyed 

democracy to eradicate left
(Lewis)

Victim or perpetrator?

Perpetrator:
- Evidence of spontaneous, extensive 
and active support for Reich
- Welcoming of Anschluss (1938)
- Participation in SS and Wehrmacht

Victim:
- Nazism imposed from outside
- Antipathy to Anschluss

Pi sudski – authoritarian
dictatorship, to depoliticize and 

control the state

Problems facing the Second Republic:
- minorities refused to co-operate

- let down by the West’s failure to protect

Problems of the Second Republic:
- political instability

- 1935 Constitution mishandled
by Pi sudski’s successors

- economic problems
- ethnic tensions, Polonization
- over-confidence in military

(failure to modernize)
- alliance building with Germany

rather than FranceNature of Polish right wing

Far right minority groups existed
e.g. National Democrat Party

sympathetic to Italian and German regimes

Lithuania in 1926

Constitutions proved difficult to
uphold owing to proliferation of 

parties

Individual freedoms,
rights for minorities, proportional 

representation, parliaments)

Estonia and Latvia 
in 1934

Occupation of Baltic States:
Soviet Union (1940–1), Nazi

Germany (1941–4), Soviet Union (1944–)  

King Boris III (1935–43): 
- right-wing coup

- banned extremist groups
- created police state

- tied to Germany due to financial dependency

King Alexander (1929–34): 
- sought control over violent disagreements 

between Serbian and Croat factions of parliament
- 1931 Constitution reduced power of parliament
- Prime Ministers Stoyadinovich and Tsvetkovich

during regency of Prince Paul create dependence on Germany

King Carol (1927–40): 
- series of puppet governments

- introduced corporate state, abolished constitution
- suppressed indigenous fascist movement

King Michael (1940–7) and General Antonescu
- revive Iron Guard (fascist)

- defeat at Stalingrad, failed attempt to align with West

General Metaxas (1936–41): 
- neutrality in Second World War

- social reforms
- propaganda controls, police state

- bureaucratic dictatorship
- quasi-Fascism: nationalist not militarist,

autocratic not totalitarian, elitist, police brutality

China

KMT Fascism lacked
mass support; CCP victory 
under Mao Zedong; adapts 

Marxism-Leninism to 
agricultural society

Emerging from 
struggles against 

former colonial occupiers

North Korea – Kim Il Sung
North Vietnam – Ho Chi Minh

Cambodia – Pol Pot

Dictatorships with
indigenous roots

Indonesia –
Sukarno (1949–68) 
and Suharto (1967–98)
Pakistan and Burma –
military rule
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